Canon A35 Datelux
The Canon A35 was introduced in October 1977. The Canon A35 was Canon’s first camera featuring a built-in
flash (located on the upper right hand side). This camera is similar to the A35F, only difference is the A35
Datelux had date printing option. This camera had the nickname of “Nighter” in Japan, which refers to the night
baseballs games.
Specifications:
Lens: Canon Lens 40mm f/2.8 elements in 4 groups
Focusing: Double image couple rangefinder
Distance Scale: 0.8 1 1.5 2 5 (m) 3 5 7 15 (ft.)
Shutter: Programmed AE Shutter
Exposure: Meter Coupling Range: EV 9 – 17 (ASA f/2.8 with 1/80 sec. – f/20 with 1/320 sec.)
Film Speed: ASA 25 50 100 200 400
Filter Compensation: automatic
Viewfinder: Bright Frame, parallax correction marks, double image rangefinder, date indication (when the date
switch is on and film winding is completed, it lights at the first stroke of the shutter release), aperture scale, over
and underexposure warning marks and battery check zone
Film Winding: By rotating the 130° single stroke winding level
Film Loading: Multi-slit spool mechanism
Back Cover Opening: with the back cover opening button
Frame Counter Additive type, automatically reset by opening the back cover
Built in Electronic Flash: The CAT (Canon Auto Tuning) system which can meter the proper exposure according
to the distance of the subject and charged voltage
Flash Coverage Angle: Covers up to the angle of a 40mm lens
Flashing Intervals: With a new alkaline manganese battery, it takes less than 8 seconds from one flash to the
next pilot lamp lighting
Number of flashes: with a new alkaline battery more than 120 times every 30 seconds
Color Temperature: Balanced for daylight, compensated by the exclusive green dispersion panel
Flash Durations: Shorter than 1/1000 second
Pilot Lamp: Located to the left of the viewfinder on the back of the body.
Date imprinting mechanism: the date is set by rotating the dials on the lens barrel while pressing the date lock
release button at the bottom of the lens barrel.
Date Switch: ON/OFF switch on the front of the body.
Size: 122 x 75 x 61mm
Accessories: Neck strap and camera case, canonet Hood 5, 48mm filters various kinds.

